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3PM
If you're on holiday

5PM
If you're lucky

7PM
If you're doing your job

12AM
If you're busy

4AM
If you're one half
of an office romance

Your workday ends at:

YOUR WORKDAY LOOKS 
LIKE A NIGHTCLUB SCHEDULE

Cooper

YOU SEE THE 
WORLD IN FONTS
You can name that font over there.
You can tell the kerning is off.
You can tell the leading needs work.
You talk about fonts at parties.
You've said the words "tight, but not touching."

#1
Unicorn 

deathmatch

#2
An 

exploding 
barn

#3
A tower of

hamburger 
meat

#4
Firemen 

hanging out, 
being cool

#5
Retirement 

home dance party

#1
Important 
business 
meetings

#2
Studious 

but music-
loving teens

#3
Dinner with an 

imminent marriage 
proposal

#4
Hope embodied 

by a hand-
cupped seedling

#5
Baby boomers 

doing cardio

BUT YOU WANT TO USE THESE IMAGE THEMES

YOUR CLIENTS ASK YOU TO  USE THESE IMAGE THEMES

You Pray for a Unicorn Deathmatch

You’ve Trained 
Your Brain to Think 
Rectangular
As long as every human over 
the age of 6 months continues 
to worship quadrilateral tools 
with four right angles, you’ll be 
designing for them.

2014
Mobile 
overtakes 
desktop

2013
Tablets on 
the rise

2007
Print plateaus, 
but lives on

“Undo! Undo! Undo!”
“This is totally working.”
“Nudge it 2 pixels left.”
“This totally isn't working."
 “I need a bigger monitor.”
"Bacon."

You Have the Attention 
Span of a Goldfish (Almost)

Goldfish officially have longer attention spans 
than designers, at 9 seconds versus 8. So that 
time your mom called you a "goldfish brain" it 
was a compliment. "Bird brain" was not.  

60% of downloads from the past 12 
months were blue, and 22% were 
green. This is either a manifestation 
of your desire to be outside instead 
of working, or you’re saving the 
world one environmentally charged 
ad campaign at a time. 

You’re Saving the World 
One Design at a Time

Searching for the 
image you need

Searching for the 
image you need

Finding the 
image you need

Finding the 
image you need

You Equate Finding an 
Image to Finding $1 Million
(But the search is like looking for a bear in the ocean.)

EARTH

YOUR
OWN 
WORLD

LA-LA LAND

Negative Space

White space

ROI HELL

HELVETICA

CRIT

YOU LIVE HERE 
(And work here. And sometimes sleep here.)

YOU MIGHT BE A DESIGNER IF…

DESIGNER TRUTHS*
INFAUXGRAPHIC

Being a designer is kind of like riding the Gravitron at an amusement park. Youʼre strapped to a 
chair going a zillion miles an hour, and every time you try to look around at what everyone else 
is doing itʼs just one big blur of awesomeness.
 
So we slowed it all down a bit to show you what it really, possibly, almost plausibly means to be 
a designer, in one infographic.
* All of these “truths” are based on our own observations and opinions, but we think we can all agree nothing has ever been 
truer than a designerʼs desire for a unicorn deathmatch.
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